Enumerator 1:
LITERATE SELF:
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Mentally retarded respondents had difficulty in understanding most of the questions
and hence self-respondents with retardation were not able to select the options
properly.
As the words were not easily comprehendible the hearing impaired respondents
found it difficult to answer some queries.
The respondent understood core question 1 and 2 but they found it difficulty to
choose an appropriate option for the above-mentioned questions
Similarly for the questions “Why did you answer that way” the respondents could
not respond due to lack of proper directives
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
Core question 3 was easy to understand and respond for most of the respondents
except those with hearing impaired and the mentally retardation
Core question no.7 question 1 was well understood by most of the respondents

LITERATE PROXY
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Proxy respondents had a similar difficulty as the self-respondents for core question
1 and 2; hence they found it difficult to respond.
For sub-question 1.3 for vision and sub-question 2.3 for hearing (a) the proxy
respondents had a difficulty in selecting the options for these queries
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
Core question 3 was easy to understand and respond for most of the respondents
except those with hearing impaired and the mentally retardation
Core question no.7 question 1 was well understood by most of the respondents
Question 5.6 (a) was difficult to understand for the respondents as they found it
difficult to select an approximate option for this query.
Most respondents most easily understood core question no.7, as the language was
very easy.
Baring core question 1 and 2 no problems were encountered for other questions

Enumerator 2:
LITERATE SELF:
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Many questions in the protocol are not applicable to all so the respondent felt it
irrelevant while answering e.g. for core question 1 and 2 the respondents were not
able to grasp the question, many of the respondents felt that there should have been
one more option of not applicable with this question.
Open-ended questions were difficult for almost all respondents. Amongst them the
open ended question “which activity are you thinking about? Was not answered
by most of the respondents.
The questions need a demonstrative explanation for the respondents to respond
appropriately.
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
All the respondents properly understood all the other queries other than the ones
mentioned above.
LITERATE PROXY
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Proxy respondents experienced problems in the same question, which were
difficult to understand for the self-respondents.
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
All the respondents properly understood all the other queries other than the ones
mentioned above.

Enumerator 3:
LITERATE SELF:
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Persons with hearing impaired had difficulty in comprehending most of the
questions. They found it difficult understanding the question because of their poor
language skills and because the enumerators were instructed not to explain the
queries.
Self-respondents with mental retardation needed repetitions for understanding the
questions and they had difficulty in recollecting the options well.
Core question 1 and 2, invited wrong options from many respondents as it was
interpreted wrongly i.e. most respondents who were not spectacles/ hearing aid felt
the question was not relevant to them.
Most respondents failed to understand core question no.6.
Self-respondent with visual impairment had significant difficulty in responding to
questions related to orthopaedically handicap.

Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
Core question no.7, was the question most easily understood by most respondents
except the visually impaired and hearing impaired.

LITERATE PROXY
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Core question 1 was the question which was difficulty to respondent for most
proxy respondents
The question why did you respond that way? Was confusing for most respondents
and hence they failed to respond to this query
Most respondents needed explanation for Question no 5.6.
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
Most respondents properly understood core question no.7. The other question on
general health was also understood by most of the proxy respondents.
Most of the questions in cognitive and self-care were also understood well by all
the respondents.

Enumerator 4:
ILLITERATE SELF:
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Core question 1 and 2 was difficult to understand for most self respondents. Many
of the respondent felt that the questions is not appropriate for them as they were not
wearing glasses / hearing aid.
Sub-question 1.2 for vision and hearing, those who were not using glasses / hearing
aid found the question confusing as they did not know which option to choose.

In the section on Ask Everyone, question 6 in all disability most illiterate selfrespondents respondent by saying they are little concerned.
Most of the respondents required explanation for Core Question no. 6.

Most of the illiterate hearing impaired and mentally challenged respondents found
it difficult responding to the questions.
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
No difficulty was encountered in any of the remaining core questions.

ILLITERATE PROXY
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Core question 1 and 2 was difficult to understand for most proxy respondents.
Many of the respondent felt that the questions is not appropriate for them as they
were not wearing glasses / hearing aid.
Sub-question 1.2 for vision and hearing, those who were not using glasses / hearing
aid found the question confusing as they did not know which option to choose.
In the section on Ask Everyone, question 6 in all the six disability protocol, most
illiterate proxy-respondents responded by saying they are little concerned.
Most of the respondents required explanation for Core Question no. 6 .

Most of the illiterate-proxy hearing impaired and mentally challenged respondents
found it difficult responding to the questions.
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
No difficulty was encountered in any of the remaining core questions.

Enumerator 4:
LITERATE SELF:
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
Most of the literate self and proxy suggested that the core question 1 and 2 should
be reframed for better understanding.
Most of the respondents had difficulty understanding Core Question no. 6.
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
No difficulty was encountered in any of the remaining core questions.

ILLITERATE PROXY
Did some questions in the protocol not work? If so, which question? Why did the
questions not work?
- Most of the literate self and proxy suggested that the core question 1 and 2
should be reframed for better understanding.
Most of the respondents had difficulty understanding Core Question no. 6 .
Did any questions worked particularly well? If so, which questions?
No difficulty was encountered in any of the remaining core questions.

